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ABSTRACT

When I was assembling the computer, I found a problem. This problem is that we need to spend a lot of time and energy when we choose a desktop with a configuration and price that we are satisfied with [5]. Some computer websites will only recommend some ordinary desktops to users. Does not allow users to get what they really want, and some other shops that assemble computer mainframes use the characteristics of customers that do not understand computers to increase prices. So I wanted to create a software to help these people who need to assemble a computer to find the most suitable computer efficiently and in accordance with their requirements [6].

This program, according to the needs of users, artificial intelligence application crawler technology can help users find the most suitable computer parts based on big data, and help users get the most cost-effective self-assembled computer host. We applied our application to match a person in need of a computer host with My Platform and conducted a qualitative evaluation of the method [7]. The results showed that My Platform can efficiently and quality match the user's needs and find the best solution for the user.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many people have high requirements for computer productivity, and many laptops cannot meet everyone's needs, so people need to put together a desktop computer according to their next needs, and then they need to choose the most cost-effective and best-performing desktop computer, and I designed a platform that allows people to efficiently find all eligible configurations and provide them to the user, so that the user does not have to spend a very long time to choose each accessory.

There are some problems with the first websites about computer assembly [8]. First, because of how well known these websites are, many items are in short supply and these shortages lead to many people who need a computer not being able to get a satisfactory computer. Second, many people who need a computer don't know where to get the best resources, which leads to many people who will pay high prices for accessories [9]. Many businesses are unable to provide users
with a comprehensive range of accessories because of their inventory, in which case users are unable to find the most satisfactory computer configuration.

Our goal is to find all parts that users need faster and more accuracy, I use a web crawler to find the availability of different sites, based on each site to help the user complete a set of what we think is best for the user's computer and show them what this computer needs to work and its efficiency and performance, in addition each component of the computer parts has a tab where the user can replace any of the parts that he is not satisfied with [10]. We do not limit the inventory of a site, all the sources available for crawling are displayed here and can help the user to find all the resources [11].

Experienced computer assemblers can use this site to find available computer parts and get some advice from us. For inexperienced computer assemblers, you can use this site to complete your personal computer assembly and thus learn about computers. Since my site is open to everyone, I will measure the extent to which this site is helpful and satisfying to everyone through a user survey.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the details on the challenges that we met during the experiment and designing the sample (for example, web scraper); Section 3 focuses on the details of our solutions corresponding to the challenges that we mentioned in Section 2; Section 4 presents the relevant details about the experiment we did, following by presenting the related work in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 gives the conclusion remarks, as well as pointing out the future work of this project.

2. CHALLENGES

In order to build the tracking system, a few challenges have been identified as follows.

2.1. Solving problems for users

The first problem is how to solve the problem of finding the complete version for the user, because there are many different parts to build a PC and some of them are not needed, only certain core items are necessary and others are considered according to the user's budget, so I need to identify the key requirements of the user and find the relevant parts and then give the complete PC that is within the user's budget [15].

2.2. Choosing presentation type

The second question is when I find a suitable PC for the user, what kind of presentation should I use to show it to the user, when a person with some experience sees the configuration, even if it is not shown, but if a person who does not know anything about computers does not show them the corresponding data, it is not possible for them to use the computer with confidence.

2.3. How to implement the website

Our last challenge is how to implement this website? How to obtain more resources through different websites? Different resources will lead to different results for users. If the data obtained is not enough, it is impossible to provide users with the most complete configuration according to user requirements.
3. Solution

Overall the system has three components, including User-interaction end, web-frame structure, and maintenance back-end. The user interaction end takes user input and sets triggers for the program to record user selection, where the user can choose different types of components they like [14]. Each of the selections will be then passed to the web server.

We have different pages for our website, where one of them being the index (homepage) while the rest being a selection page for each pc component. Each of the PC component pages will enable users to view different part products in this category and enable them to make a selection.

The server will track the users selection from each page, make sure the user is seeing the correct total amount/redirected to the corresponding pages, though this way we can better understand the user’s preferences and recommend a computer that better matches the user’s personal preferences. Lastly, we also have a machine learning service, where the server will be updating the database (what components are available) and provide this information to the front end through web service.
In the previous section we discussed having an index page to display the overall information for a user, here’s how we actually implemented it. First we use HTML with header xxx, then we have bodies, inside bodies we have the components for each part of the PC [13]. The user’s input (user selection) is recorded through xx.js, where the HTML includes this JavaScript at line xxx. This JavaScript also sends the recorded information to the back-end through Ajax.

![Figure 3. Screenshot of CPP computer builder](image1)

![Figure 4. Screenshot of CPU](image2)
This image describes the very first page of the website, index.html. It is made up with different layers of divs and html components. For each of the user’s parts selection a separate div is created, inside it contains a "<a href="""">" tag which links to different urls to display the specific parts. For example, the storage button contains "<a href="storage.html">" which means by clicking on this button the user will be redirected to the storage page, to look at potential storage items.
This image talks about how the front page looks and how all the buttons work, when a user clicks on a button it will send a request to.

```
4    from flask import Flask
5    import json
6    from flask import render_template
7    app = Flask(__name__,
8    template_folder='site/',
9    static_folder='static')
```

**Figure 7. Code 3-Flask import**

After the storage button is clicked, a request will be sent to the flask server. Flask is a lightweight web server package written in python. Line 4-8 described the import of such a package and the initiation of the object instance. The template_folder parameter decides where the server will look for different templates and the static folder will be where the server looks for static files.

```
54   @app.route("/storage.html")
55   def get_Store():
56       return render_template('storage.html')
```

**Figure 8. Code 3-APP route (1)**

Inside flask, the user's url is parsed through view functions. We used app.route in this case to manage the views of the server. To continue with the example above, the user click on storage button, then it will be redirected to this function here, where it will return a rendered template of “storage.html”.

```
19   <script>
20   function getResult() {
21     $.ajax({
22       url: "/getstorage",
23       success: function(result) {
24         console.log("received result: "+ result);
25         $('#result').text(result);
26         $.each(result, function(index, item){
27             $('title').text(item.name);
28             $('price').text(item.price);
29             $('image').attr('src', '/static/SitesFiles/' + item.image);
30         });
31     });
32   }
33   </script>
```

**Figure 9. Code 4 –Script**

Inside the storage.html, besides the conventional header and footer, it uses a jquery ajax function to request for the specific items to be displayed in the front end. By calling a get request to “/getstroage”, it received the list of available storage item from the server.
On the server end, once received the request of “/getstorage”, it is parsed again using the view function. This time it is redirected to another one where it returns “get_item(‘storagesearchHD.html’), which is a function that package the pre generated html and parse into readable json by the front end.

```
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
def get_item(part):
    list_product = []
    site_dir = path.join(path.dirname(__file__), ‘site’)
    source = open((path.join(site_dir, part),’r’))
    soup = BeautifulSoup(source, ‘xml’)
    name = soup.findAll(‘div’,class_ = “item-title”)
    price = soup.findAll(‘li’,class_ = “price-current”)
    img = soup.findAll(‘div’,class_ = “item-img”)
    for i in range(14):
        product={} 
        product[‘name’]=name[i].text[8:].text.find(“”)
        product[‘price’]=price[i].text[len(price[i].text) - 4]
        product[‘image’]=img[i].text[“”].attrs[‘src’]
        list_product.append(product)
    return json.dumps(list_product)
```

In the get_item function, it opens local saved results, parses each component by the tag and its class. Our results as of now come directly from the new egg, hence after studying their naming patterns we extracted the image, price, and item title to be displayed. For each item, it is packed into a python dictionary, and passed to the front end as a json file.

In the above we discussed having a web server taking care of all URL requests, the implementation of the web server is done through flask. There are 9 URLs in total where each URL is dispatched through the dispatcher to each view function.

4. EXPERIMENT

4.1. Experiment 1

We have 30 users doing the survey in total, the results show below:
The results shows the system have a high score review from the users

According to my survey, the user's response to this website is that this website is easier to view and can find all the data directly and quickly. A lot of users think they don’t need to learn anything to know how to use this web, it is steet forward to the point.

According to my survey, some users are foreign websites and should have more data so that they can access all the data more quickly and conveniently, so that they can get better information.

The way to solve this problem is to use crawler technology to find more data and store it in our database so that users can get more information.

4.2. Experiment 2

In the second experiment, we ask users to rate the most satisfy components they bought from the website, most of them choose cpu, which matches the algorithm we designed which make sure the performance of the CPU first, the second high score component is GPU.

According to the two experiments, users prefer my website because my website is simpler and clearer, allowing users to directly find the information they want, and get all the data and prices from it. In addition, my website can provide him with datas. Also my website provides components lists with high performance with CPU and GPU.
5. Related Work

The content of the web has increasingly become a focus for academic research [2]. Computer programs are needed in order to conduct any large-scale processing of web pages, requiring the use of a web crawler at some stage in order to fetch the pages to be analysed. The processing of the text of web pages in order to extract information can be expensive in terms of processor time. Consequently a distributed design is proposed in order to effectively use idle computing resources and to help information scientists avoid the need to employ dedicated equipment. A system developed using the model is examined and the advantages and limitations of the approach are discussed.

This paper describes Mercator, a scalable, extensible Web crawler written entirely in Java [3]. Scalable Web crawlers are an important component of many Web services, but their design is not well-documented in the literature. We enumerate the major components of any scalable Web crawler, comment on alternatives and trade-offs in their design, and describe the particular components used in Mercator. We also describe Mercator’s support for extensibility and customizability. Finally, we comment on Mercator’s performance, which we have found to be comparable to that of other crawlers for which performance numbers have been published.

Broad Web search engines as well as many more specialized search tools rely on Web crawlers to acquire large collections of pages for indexing and analysis [4]. Such a Web crawler may interact with millions of hosts over a period of weeks or months, and thus issues of robustness, flexibility, and manageability are of major importance. In addition, I/O performance, network resources, and OS limits must be taken into account in order to achieve high performance at a reasonable cost. In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of a distributed Web crawler that runs on a network of workstations. The crawler scales to (at least) several hundred pages per second, is resilient against system crashes and other events, and can be adapted to various crawling applications. We present the software architecture of the system, discuss the performance bottlenecks, and describe efficient techniques for achieving high performance. We also report preliminary experimental results based on a crawl of 120 million pages on 5 million hosts.

6. Conclusions

I found that when we need a computer, the laptops on the market cannot meet our needs. At this time we need to assemble a host computer that meets our needs, but it is a big challenge for a person who does not understand computers [1]. Because there are various accessories on the Internet, it is difficult to successfully assemble a computer that meets your needs if you don’t know the computer. Now there are many websites that have some automatic configuration tools, but they can’t provide users with them because of their imperfect inventory. The best service, so I thought of a way. I can use crawler technology to search the inventory of all websites on a large scale, and then according to the inventory and combined with the needs of the user, I recommend a computer that suits him and give him all the resources. Users, let users have more choices.

Sometimes it is limited by manufacturing capacity and no website provides usable products [12]. At this time, my solution is to give all available resources to the user for him to choose from, or if the user is not in a hurry, then he can wait until the resources are available before proceeding.

In the future, if possible, I hope to cooperate with different platforms to access limited stocks and obtain more resources for users.
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